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Locally Fiat Imbeddings în the Metastable Range

Jack Alexander Lees1)

Introduction

With any imbedding / of a topological manifold Mn in the euclidean space Eq,

there is associated the continuous map / of M M x M-AM in the unit sphère Sq~1,

given by J(x, y)
* J The map / is equivariant, that is, J(x, y)= -J(y, x).

The foliowing classification theorem has been proved by Haefliger for differ-
entiable manifolds and by Weber for piecewise linear manifolds (in fact, for
complexes). See [2], [6].

(1) Let 2q^3(n +1) and suppose FiM-^S*'1 is an equivariant map.
Then there is an imbedding f:M-+Eq such that / is homotopic through equivariant

maps to F.

(2) Let 2#^3(« + l)+l and suppose /and g are two imbeddings of M in Eq

such that / and g are homotopic through equivariant maps.
Then /and g are isotopic, that is, there is a proper imbedding H:MxI-*EqxI

commuting with projection on / such that H(x, 0) (/x, 0) and H(x, l) (gx, 1).

In the differentiable and piecewise linear cases, the imbeddings and isotopies
above are differentiable and piecewise linear, respectively.

The object of this paper is to prove a somewhat weaker form of the above theorem
for topological manifolds and locally flat imbeddings. See Theorems 1 and 2. Hère,

2q>3(n + l) is required in (1) and 2#>3(«-f 1)+1 in (2);note,however, the remarks
preceding Theorem 1. Further, the imbeddings / and g in the conclusion of (2) are
concordant rather than isotopic, that is, the map H of (2) need not commute with
projection on /.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 dépend on piecewise linear methods, and poly-
hedral imbedding theorems of Cernavskii and Weber. Since topological manifolds
are not assumed triangulable thèse methods are not applied directly, but are applied
in coordinate neighborhoods which do hâve triangulations. The proofs then proceed
by an induction on the number of coordinate neighborhoods.

1. Preliminary Results

Let M" be a topological manifold. Unless otherwise specified M will be without
boundary. A coordinate neighborhood in M is a pair (U, ^) where U is an open set
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in M and \l/:En-*U is a homeomorphism. The symbol \i//\x dénotes the set \j/ C(a)
(CM(a) is the cube {|x(|<a, /=l,...n} in En) but also implies that \j/ is the
homeomorphism. If A is a subspace of a topological space, Â will dénote the closure of
A, Â the interior of A and ^ or 5^4 the boundary of A.

Let M", Ô* be topological manifolds, possibly with boundary. Let /: M-> ô be a

proper map, that is, fMcz q,ftifczQ.fis said to be locally flat if for each xeM there

are neighborhoods £/ of/x and V of x in g and M respectively with/1 — 1 on V, and

a homeomorphism h:(UJV)-*(Eq9 En) if xeM, h:(UJV)->(Hq, Hn) if xeJtf. Hère
Hn dénotes the half-space {xx ^

Lemma 1. Let T be a triangulation ofCn(l) and K a subcomplex ofT. Let O be an

open subset of the topological manifold Mn and suppose \j/ is a coordinate
homeomorphism such that ij/K^O. Let f be a locally flat imbedding of O in Eq. Then the

mapf(\l/ | K) is locally flat on every open simplex of K.

Lemma 2. Let M be a topological manifold and suppose ij/ is a coordinate
homeomorphism. Let f be a map of \\l/\x in Eq such that f\j/ is a piecewise linear imbedding

ofC\\) in E\ q-n^3. Thenf\ ^ is a locally flat imbedding o/|i£|i in Eq.

Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2.

Proofs of thèse Lemmas are given in [3].

Theorem of Cernavskii [1]. Let K be a compact polyhedron of dimension n

with2#>3(«+l) and let f\K->Eq be a topological imbedding oï Km Eq. Let/be
locally flat on every open simplex of some triangulation T of the polyhedron K. Then
for any e > 0 there exists an e-homeomorphism h:Eq-+Eq which is the identity outside
an e neighborhood offK, where the homeomorphism hf:K-*Eq is piecewise linear on
the triangulation T.

If A is a topological space and A the diagonal in A x A9 let Â dénote AxA — A.
A map F:Â-^Sq~1 will be called equivariant if it commutes with the natural in-
volutions on Â and Sq, that is, F(x9 y) -F{y, x) for (x, y)eÂ.A homotopy through
equivariant maps will be denoted by ~. lff:A-*Eq is an imbedding,

Theorem of Weber [6]. Let Tn be a finite complex, #(>
t>e an equivariant map. Let i^crbe a subcomplex and let f:K-+Eq be an imbedding

that J~F\R. Then there is an imbedding f':T->Eq such that f'c* F and
=f. **• ei-

2. Locally Flat Imbeddings of Topological Manifolds

I^il>--.|W be coordinate neighborhoods on a topological manifold M. If
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Proposition 1. Let Mn be a closed topological manifold, 2#>3(« + l), n^2. Suppose

F;fii-+Sq~1 is an equivariant map. Let a</?<l, let |^il,...|^*| be coordinate neigh-
borhoods on M and suppose/: A(l, P)-*Eq is a locallyflat imbedding with /~ F | Â(l, p).

eq

Then there is a locallyflat map g:B(l, y)-+Eq with a<y<P and g^f on A(l, y).

Further, g is an imbedding of\\frk\7 in Eq with g | \^k\y^ F\ |^k|r

Proposition 1.

Proof of Proposition 1. Choose y, a<y<P and let T be a triangulation of C(l)
so fine that for any closed simplex a of T9 no ^/ko meets both |i^Jv and

Let K= ail (reTsuch that ^fka does not meet |^fc|1-^(l, p). Note that/(i^fc | K)
is an imbedding of K in Eq, locally fiât on every open simplex of K by Lemma 1.

By Cernavskii's Theorem, there is a homeomorphism h: Eq-+Eq isotopic to the

identity with hf(\l/k | K) a piecewise linear imbedding of K in Eq.

Now C(l) Î^L^hi iS9"1 is an equivariant map.
Hence by Weber's Theorem hf{$k \ K) extends to a piecewise lmear imbedding

6 of C(l) in Eq with 8c* F{\j/k x xj/k).

Letgbedefinedby eq

and on

Then g is well defined. By Lemma 2, g is locally fiât. Recall h is isotopic to the identity,
thus

This complètes the proof of Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. Let Mn be a topological manifold, 2q>3(n + l),n^2. Suppose
F:hi-*Sq~l is an equivariant map. Let a<y<l, \<s<k and suppose g:B(l, y)-*Eq
is a locallyflat map which is an imbedding on A{\, y) and B(s, y), with F \ Â(l, y)

g | Â(l9 y) ^d F\ B(s, y)c*g\ B(s, y). Then there are ô, g' with oc<S<y and g' a
eq

locally flat map of B(l, ô) in Eq with g' ambient isotopic to g on A(l, 8) and g' ar
imbedding of B(s-1, ô) in Eq such that g' \ B(s-1, Ô)~F \ B(s-1, S).

eq
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We will prove Proposition 2 m section 4. Once this has been done, the main
theorems of the paper follow; see Theorems 1 and 2 below. The strict inequality
2q>3(n + l) is required in order to apply Cernavskii's Theorem. However, R. H.

Bing has remarked that Cernavskii's resuit still holds when 2q*^3(n + l); see his

mimeographed notes on "Radial Engulfing". If this is m fact the case, Propositions 1

and 2 and hence the main theorems below can be similarly improved.

B(s.Y)

Proposition 2

Theorem 1. Let Mn be a closed topological manifold, 2#>3(« + l), n^2. Suppose
FiM-^S*'1 is an equivanant map. Then there is a locally flat imbedding f: M-*Eq
\uthJ~F.

eq

Proof of Theorem 1. Let \\j/1\,... \\j/r\ be coordinate neighborhoods on M such that
i^c:l^rilau'**^l^rlawlth0<a<l. NowFo(^ x ^) is an equivariant map of €(i) in
Sq~x. By Weber's Theorem, there is a piecewise linear imbedding 6 of C(l) in Eq
with 6~Fo(il/1x\l/1). Then by Lemma 2/1 0^1"1 is a locally flat imbedding of

eq

Now apply an inductive argument based on Propositions 1 and 2. Suppose that
P,fk-i hâve been defined with a</?<l 2indfk-1 a locally flat imbedding of A(l, fi)
m Eq with fk_1~F\ Â(l, fi). By Proposition l9fk-t can be extended to a locally

eq ~ „flat map g:B(l9y)-+E9 with a<y<P such that g\ \$k\y~F\ \$k\y BY repeated\r
eq

application of Proposition 2 with s k, ...2, S and/fc are obtained with a<ô<y and
U a locally flat imbedding of B(l, ô) m Eq with fk~ F \ B(l, ô). This complètes the

eq
inductive step. Thus there is a locally flat imbedding/r:M-»£* with Jr^F. The proof
of Theorem 1 is completed by setting/=/r. eq

Lemma 3. Let Mbea topological manifold and let h:AÏxI->Sq~i be an equivariant
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homotopy. Then there is an equivariant map H which makes the following diagram

commutative for j'=0, 1.

M xl-
Proof of Lemma 3. Let

H(x, t, x\ f) [h (x, x\ '-^- cos \ (t - f), sin^ (t -
Since

\\H(x9t,x',t')\\2 h\ x,x\
f + t'

cos2^(t-t') + sm22(t-t)

cos2^ (t - tr) + sin2^ (t - tr) 1,

Since

H(x\ t', x, 0 (h (x\ x, r-^j cos^ (t' - t), sin^ (f' - t)

(^(, x',

/f is equivariant.
Note that H{x> x\ 0, 0) (/*(*, jc', 0), 0) and H(x, x\ 1, l) (A(x, jc', 1), 1). This

complètes the proof.

Theorem 2. Let Mn be a closed topological manifold,
Suppose f and g are two locally flat imbeddings of M in Eq and that f^g'.M^S9'1.

eq.

Thenfand g are concordant, that is, there is a proper locally flat imbedding h:MxI-*
Eqxl with h(x, 0)=(fx, 0) and h(x, l) (gx, 1).

Proof of Theorem 2. Let e>0,0<a<l. Let ...|^-J,...|^oU^il>-»l^rl be a

locally finite collection of coordinate neighborhoods on M x î, such that M x î a • • •

Further suppose that M x(0,e]u [1-e, l)(=---u|^_m|au---u|^0la and that
•••u|$_m|1u---u|^o|1c:.Mx(0,2e]u[l~2e, 1). By Lemma 3, since f~g:M->

» eq.

Sq~lczSq, there is an equivariant map F:MxI->Sq with F\MxO=/, and

F | M x 1 =g. Let <E:M x [0,2e] uM x [1 ~2g, ï]-*Sq be defined by /on M x [0, 2e]

andgonM x [l~2e, l].NowF | M x [0, 2e] uM x [l-2e, 1]-^ relM xOuM x 1

eq.

and by the homotopy extension property for (M x/, Mx ([0,2e]u[l-2e, 1])),
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F-FrelMxOuMxl where F' M x [0, 2e]uMx [l-2e, !] #. Thus assume

without loss of generahty that F | M x [0, 2 e] / and F \ M x [1 -2 e, 1] =g Let

h0 ul^-JtU ul^oli-^^^x/ be defined by the restriction of /xid. on
M x (0, 2e], g x îd on M x [1 — 2e, 1). Then /*0, F' satisfy the hypothèses of Proposition

4. By repeated application of arguments used to prove Theorem 1, a locally
flat îmbeddmg hr of M xi m Eqxî&Eq+1 îs obtained, with hr | M x (0, e] =/xîd.
and/*r | Mx [1-e, l)=gxid.Let/*:M xT-^x/bedefinedoy/^onM xi, h(x,0)
(fx, 0) and h(x, 1) (g;c, 1) This complètes the proof of Theorem 2.

3. Some Technical Results

We will first state some results from piecewise lmear (p.l.) topology.

Zeeman's General Position Theorem [8]. Let XocXn, Yk be polyhedra and
Qq a p 1 manifold with Y a subcomplex of g

Let/ X-+Q be a pi. imbedding such that/pf— XQ)czQ. Then there îs an arbi-
tranly small ambient p 1 isotopy sending / mto g keepmg u/X0 fixed, such that
dimg(X-X0)n

If Q <t> and/(Z— Xo) does not meet the closed set C, the isotopy can also
be chosen fixed on C. g | X— Xo îs said to be m gênerai position with respect
to Y

Suppose X îs a subcomplex of a p 1. manifold Qq, with respect to a given triangulation

Let N(X, Q") be the closed simphcial neighborhood of X in the barycentnc
2nd denved of g.

Theorem of Whitehead [7]. If X\0 (X collapses to a point), then N(X, Q") îs

a <?-ball

Zeeman's Engulfing Theorem [8]. Let B be a p 1 #-ball and Xk a subcomplex of
B Then there exists a k+1 dimensional collapsible subspace Cczè with XczC.

Theorem of Stalungs [5]. Let Qq be a p.l. manifold without boundary, q^5.
Suppose gis contractible and 1-connected at infinity.Then gis p 1. homeomorphic toEq.

Lemma 4. Let X be a polyhedron in Eq, q^5. Suppose XczB where B is an open
subset ofEq, homeomorphic to Eq.

Then XaB' where B'czB is a closed p.l. q-ball in Eq.

Proof of Lemma 4. As an open subset of Eq, B has a p.l. structure such that the
inclusion i.B-+Eq is a p.l. imbeddmg Further, smce B is homeomorphic to Eq, B is
contractible and 1-connected at mfinity. Hence by Stalling's Theorem, there is a
P1 homeomorphism h:Eq->B.

Now h'1 X is compact m Eq9 hence is contaîned in the mtenor of a large standard
ç-ball Aq. Thus XczhÂq, hAqcB. However, the inclusion of B m Eq is a p.l.
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imbedding, hence Bf ihAq is a closed p.l. <7-ball p.l. imbedded in Eq satisfying the

conclusion of the Lemma.

Lemma 5. Let Xk, Y1 be polyhedra with l+k+i<q, 2#>3(/+l), q>5. Let Bq be

a p.l. bail in Eq, with XczÊ.

Suppose/: Y^Eq is a topological imbedding of Y in Eq, locally flat on every open

simplex of Y, withfYc\X=^.
Then there is a p.l. bail BfczB<=:Eq with XczÈt and Bx nfY=(j).
Proof of Lemma 5. l?y Zeeman's Engulfing Theorem, there is a collapsible C with

XaCcÈ and dimC^fc+1.
By Cernavskii's Theorem, there is a homeomorphism h:Eq^Eq fixed on X with

hf: Y-+Eq a p.l. imbedding, h so close to the identity that h'^CczÈ.
By Zeeman's General Position Theorem, there is a homeomorphism h':Eq-±Eq

fixed on hX=X with h'hfYc\C=§, since l+(k + l)<q. h' can be chosen so close to
the identity that h'^CahÈ. Write g=h~1h'~~1 so that g is fixed on X,fYngC=(j)9

Now let / be a triangulation of Eq with C as a subcomplex, so fine that if
N=N(C9 J"), then gNczB and gNnfY=(j). By Whitehead's Theorem, N is a p.l.
#-ball. Note that g~1X=XaCciN so that gN is an open topological #-ball in Eq

containing X. By Lemma 4, there is a closed p.l. #-ball Bt c Eq with XaB^B^gNc B.

Note that B^^nfYagNnfY^^. This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.

Let Bk, B\ Bq be p.l. balls and let (j>:BkuBl-+Bq be a proper p.l. map such that

$ | Bk and $ \ Bl are p.l. imbeddings, and ^^n^^f Let <f>:d{BkxBl)-+Sq~l be

defined by $(x, y)^*"^ Then an élément 7(0 I 5fc, 4> I 51) eTr^!^^^1) is

II0*-^II
defined by Weber such that the following propositions are true [6].

Weber's Proposition 1. Let E dénote the Freudenthal suspension map. Then

(-l)q-lElI((l> \Bk9<l>\ Bl)~ the class of $ in ^S9'1)
Weber's Proposition 2. Suppose 7(0 | Bk, $ | Bl)=0. By Proposition 1, <?^0.

Let ^ be an extension of $. Then if k, l^« and 2q^3(n + i) there is a proper isotopy
ht:Bk-+Bq such that ho=<i>\Bk,ht is fixed on Bfc, h1Bkn4>Bl=<t> and the map
<Ph:d(Bk xBlxI)-*Sq~* defined as foliows, is homotopic to 0.

0h | £* x Bl x 0 ^
<j)x-hty

<Ph\d(BkxBl)xt
\\<l>x-hty\\
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4. Further Technical Results and the Proof of Proposition 2.

We must now separate the images of the double points of a locally flat map of
the open manifold B(l9 y) in Eq. We first establish the technical Proposition 3 and

its corollary, which are based on the results of Weber. Recall that in [6], Weber
distinguishes between "near" and "far" double points of a map of a given complex
inEq.

In the présent case, the map of B(l, y) in Eq is locally an imbedding, thus the
double points of this map are "far" points. Hère, however, when we pull apart the

images of thèse "far" points, we must not meet the images of other coordinate
neighborhoods, which are only topologically imbedded.

As in [6], this is done by a succession of moves, each of which is the identity out-
side a bail in Eq. The effect of a move is to pull apart the images of two simplexes
which lie in différent coordinate neighborhoods; the corresponding bail is constructed
so as to meet neither the images of simplexes which hâve already been pulled apart,
nor the images of other topologically imbedded coordinate neighborhoods.

Suppose Ô, y and g are given with 0<(5<y and g:B(s, y)-*Eq & locally flat
imbedding. Let H be a subcomplex of C(y), and let \\f be a coordinate neighborhood on
M with \j/Hc:B(s, y). Write A Â(s, Ô)u\l/H.

Proposition 3. Let Kn be a finite complex whose simplexes are ordered so that a

simplex foliows ail its faces. Let g be the last simplex of K, suppose St(a, K) is full
in K and let K= Lu a.

Let <P:K-+Sq 1 be an equivariant map and suppose there is a p.l. map 4>\i

that

L is an imbedding.
St(a, K) is an imbedding.

(A) Let reL — St(a9 K), P= ail simplexes of L preceding t.
Suppose <£(7n[<£Pugy4] 0 and (j>xngA (j>. Let /=Lu((jxP)u(P xa) and
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suppose &:J-*Sq~"i is given by $(x, y) with (5 0 I /. Then there is an
||0*0j>|| '

ambient p.l. isotopy <j>t of 0 | St(a, K) fixed outside à with (j)tcrn [(j)P ugA] (j) and

$xGr\<f)T <i). Let §' \K-+Eq be given by $ on L9 cf)l on <x.

If/ Lu((7x(?ut))u((Put)x(t) and $':J'-*Sq~1 is given by (f>'{x9y)

tyx — fy'y «

then there is an equivariant homotopy ht:J'-*Sq with ho <P\J',
Wx-4>'y\\

/*!=#', ht fixed on Land for (x9 y)e(Pux) x a, ht(x9 y)= —
\\ct>x~ci>ty\\

(B) Let Ko be a subcomplex of K and suppose (/>angA (j), cj)âr\(l)K0 (l) and

Let J=Lu(ax#o)u(^o x <?) and let 0:/^^"1 be given by $(x, v) -^
with <^ (P | /.

Then there is an ambient p.l. isotopy (\>t of <j) | ^/(cr, ^T) fixed outside a with
(j)tangA (l), <l>tàn(j>K0 (j) and (j)l(rn(j)L (l)là. Thus §'\K-+Eq given by <£ on L
and $! on a is an imbedding.

If §'\K^>Sq~'x is given by $'(x, y)= —, then there is an equivariant
II<P x-q> y\\

homotopy ht : R->Sq~ * with h0 $, hx $', ht fixed on L and ht (x, y) — / - on
Il0^-0r^ll

Koxa.
Proof of Proposition 3. Proposition 3. (B) follows from Proposition 3. (A) by an

induction on the simplexes t of L — (K0KjSt(<r, K)). The following is a proof of
Proposition 3. (A).

3.1. There exists a p.l. bail BqcEq which meets <j)G, <j>% in p.l. balls of dimension

dimcr, dimr respectively, properly imbedded in B and such that

<j>on<l>Tc:È9Bn [0Pu (j)(St(<T, K) - <r) u g A] cj>.

Proofof3,1. Note that the hypothesis of Proposition 3 implies (fxrn^Tcz^ân^T.
By Zeeman's General Position, there is a p.l. homeomorphism k:Eq^Eq isotopic to
the identity fixed on <j>{P u(St(a, K) — â)) such that dimk^an^x^ dim<7 +
dimt — q^2n — qyk<j>Gn<l>x czk^âncjy'i and& so close to the identity that k(f) a ngA
(j>. Without loss of generality, replace 0 by the map (j> on L, k $ on a. Thus assume

— q.
0T, *Sr/ Tn^>~1^(7sodim*Sru5r/^2n-^. By Zeeman's Engulfing

Theorem, there are Q, Q' with SaQczâ, S'cQ'ct, Q\09 e'\OanddimÔue'<
2n-q+L Let X=<f)(QuQ') so dimZ<2«--^+l, and let B\ be a p.l. ?-ball in Eq

with JTc^fc.
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Now by Lemma 1, gfyk-i | C(<5)) is a topological imbedding of C(ô) in Eq,

locally flat on every open simplex of C(ô). If s^k — 1, Xc\g\fjk_1C{ô) (f). Also

2#>3(«+l) and so (2n — <7+l) + ft + l<#. Thus by Lemma 5, there is a p.l. #-ball
Bqk_xc:Eq with Bk_tczBk, XczBk__1 and Bk_1ng\j/k_1C{S) 4>. lî s^k-2, another

application of Lemma 5 gives a p.l. g-ball Bl_2<=:Bk_l with Zc=éfc_2, and

)==cl)' Continuing in this fashion, a séquence of p.l. #-balls
îs obtained with Jcj§s and BsngÂ(s, <5) </>.

Again by Lemma 1, g(ij/ \ H) is a topological imbedding of H in Eq, locally flat
on every open simplex of H. Also (j)Qngil/H=(j) and <j)Q'ngij/H=(j), hence

Xng\l/H=(j). Now apply Lemma 5 to find a p.l. #-ball Bq_lczBs with Ic^^
and Bs^lr\g\jjH=(l). Note Bs.1ngA (l).

Recall dimX^2ft — ^+1. Hence by Zeeman's Engulfing Theorem, there is a

g", Icg"c4-! with g"\ 0 and dim Q"^2n~q + 2.By Zeeman's General Position,
there is a homeomorphism h\Eq-+Eq of Q" isotopic to the identity flxed on X such

that hQ" meets </>ÀT precisely in X. This is possible since dim<2''-fdim^<2« — q +
2+n<q. Further, h can be chosen so close to the identity that hQ"aÈs_1. Thus
assume without loss of generality that Q"<^BS^.1 and Q"n(f)K=X.

Now let g, x and Bs-1 be triangulated so that $ | a-ut is simplicial and so that if
B^N{Q9o%B^N{Q\x'f) and B=N(Q\ 2Ç_0, *,n* 0, ^tnf 0 and

Bn(j)(St(Gi K)-â) (t). Then £ff, 5T and 5 are proper p.l. balls and 0 | j5ff, 0 | Bx

are proper p.l. imbeddings of Ba, Bx in 5. Since B<^BS_U BngA (f) as required.
This complètes the proof of 3.1.

Notice that (/xm^rci^è^n^È^ and so <j):GXT — ÈaxÊt-*Sq~1 is well defined

T/ x èx — ôy
by $(*y)^

3.2 Without loss of generality, assume $ <P on axx — È(Jxêx. For, ^ ^ on
d(<7XT) and by the annulus theorem of regular neighborhood theory [4], (txt —

B(TxÈt^d(axT)xI (« dénotes piecewise linear équivalence). Hence 4>~:$ (# is

homotopic to $) on a x x — Èa x Èt rçld(<r x x). Now the homotopy extension property
for (g x t, g xx —Èa x Èx) shows that $cz<P' oïigxx reld((T x t) where #' | g xx — Êa x
6, $ | Gxx-ÈaxÈx. Thus $ | d{BaxBx) extends over BaxBx, hence <? | d(Bax
Bt)*0.

Now according to Proposition 1 of Weber, EdimxI((j) | Ba9 <t> \ #t) 0, where
/ | 4> | ^T)ercdim(T_.1(Su![~dimT~1). By the classical suspension theorems, Edimx is

mjective since dima-l<2(^-dimT-l)-2. (Recall 2^>3(w + l).) Hence
^(0 I ^<r? 0 | 5T) 0. Thus by Weber's Proposition 2 there is a proper ambient isotopy
kt:Ba->B such that *;0 0 | 2?,, fcr is fixed on Èa,klBanBx (i> and the map
®h'd(B<rxBxxI)-+Sq~1 defined as follows, is homotopic to 0.

<Ph | Ba x Bx x 0 ^
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</)X-kty
#» | 3{Ba xBt)xt

\\<t>x-k,y\\

<Ph I Ba x B, x 1 —' 11 jf 7 II

Extend &r to an ambient isotopy (j>tof St(cr9 K) in Eq fixed outside <r by <f>t </> outside

Ba. Further, the given extension of (Pft to BaxBxxI extends to a homotopy
ht'.J'-+Sq~1 with the required properties This complètes the proof of Proposition 3

Corollary of Proposition 3. Let L/n, Tn be disjoint finite complexes ordered so

that a simplex follows ail îts faces and let 0 L u T-*Eq be a p 1. map Suppose <f> | L
and (j) | Tare îmbeddmgs, 2#>3(«-f 1) and «^2

Let KcT, K'czU be subcomplexes and suppose $L'ncj)K=(j), 0L'ngAczcfrK',
(j)T n(j>K' (l) and no simplex of 7"— ÀTmeets (fr'^^gA.

Let <P:LvT-+Sq~1 be an equivanant map and suppose $ TKjK'-*Sq~~1 îs given

by # (x, y)=—L t— with $ <P

c-<t>y\\

Then there îs an ambient isotopy <j>t of $ | T fixed on ^ with
<j>tTngA<=z<j)Kand ^Tn<j>Il <l>. If 0':L'u r->£9 îs the îmbeddmg given by 0 on

L' and ^ on T, let friLuT-tSt-1 be given by ^/(^>;)= ^~
— Then <2>^<?'

||0rx0>|| eq
x cj)X — (bty

by an equivanant homotopy ht fixed on L kjK with /z,(x, <y)= on JT x T
II0*-0*;HI

Proof ofthe Corollary. The Corollary follows from Proposition 3. (B) by induction
on the simplexes a of J—AT.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 2, which îs restated hère for convenience

Proposition 2. Let M" be a topological mamfold, 2q>3(n + ï), n^2. Suppose
F'.M^S11'1 îs an equivanant map. Let a<y<l, l<s^k and suppose g :B(\, y)-±Eq
îs a locally flat map which îs an imbedding on A (1, y) and i?(£, y), with F | ^î(l, y)

g | Â(l9 y) and F| 5(5', y)^g | B(s, y). Then there are S, g' with a<<5<y and gf a
eq

locally flat map of B(l, ô) m Eq with g' ambient isotopic to g on ^4(1, 5) and g' an
imbeddmg of B(s-1, 5) m £3 such that g' | B{s- l,ô)czF\ B(s- 1, ô).

eq

Proof of Proposition 2. Choose 5, <x<<5<y and suppose fis a triangulation of
C(ô) so fine that for each closed simplex a of T

(1) No i/^er meets both |^|ô and |^,|y ^ 1, ..(A:-1).
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Let A>all creTsuch that \l/ka does not meet \\ltk\ê—A(l9 y). Let L all aeTsuch that
ij/k<T does not meet Â(l, S). Note T=KuL and g\j/kLngÂ(s, <5) <£.

Now suppose 7" is a triangulation of C(S) so fine that for each closed simplex

aoiT
(2) No ^s_iCr meets both \\f/j\ô and |^.|y j s,...ïc.

Let H=all aeT' such that \jjs-iG does not meet \ij/s_i\ô — B(s, y). Let L' all aeT'
such that ^s_i<t does not meet B(s, ô). Note T' H uL'.

2.1. Without loss of generality, assume that #(1/^ | T) and #0As-i | ^') are P«l«

imbeddings of T, L'in £"*.

Proof of 2.1. Notice that Lemma 1 implies that g(ij/k \ T) is a topological
imbedding of r in Eq, locally flat on every open simplex of T. Hence by Cernavskh's
Theorem there is a homeomorphism h:Eq-*Eq isotopic to the identity such that
hg(\l/k | r) is a p.l. imbedding of Tin Eq. Thus, without loss of generality, relabel so

that g(\j/k | r) is a p.l. imbedding of Tin Eq. Observe g\j/kLngÂ(s9 ô) is still empty.
Again by Lemma 1, g(ij/s-i | L') is a topological imbedding of II in Eq9 locally

flat on every open simplex of II. Choose ô+, ô<ô+ <y so that Â(l, ô+) does not
meet \j/kL. By Cernavskii's Theorem there is a homeomorphism h:Eq-+Eq isotopic
to the identity by an arbitrarily small isotopy fixed outside a neighborhood ofg\l/s.1 L',

inparticularfixedong(^4(l, y) — Â(l, ô+))ugil/kK, with^g^.i | L'a p.l. imbedding.
Defineg1:J?(l, y)^Eq by g^—hg on A(l9 y) and gx=g on \\[/k\y — Â(l9 S+). Now

gi is locally flat and gx =g on \j/kT. Thus gi (^s_i | H) and gt (^fc | T) are p.l. imbeddings

of L' and Tin Eq9 and h can be chosen so close to the identity that g1^kLngi Â
(s, ô) is still empty. Thus by relabeling, assume g(^s_i | II) and g{\j/k \ T) are p.l.
imbeddings of II and TinEq with g\l/kLngÂ(s9 ô) (j). This complètes the proof of 2.1.

2.2. Order the simplexes of T and II so that each simplex follows ail its faces and
let (f):TuIl-+Eq be given by g^s_! on II and g\//k on T. Let K' Hnll and let

simplex <j of T-K9 (j>a does not meet gA.
Let \j/:llu T^>Mn be given by ^s_x on II and ^ on T, and let <Pf:Lu T-tS'1'1

be defined by F(^x^). Since F | B(s9 y)^g | 5(5, y) and \I/(T uK')czB(s, y),
'¦ eq.

#' I T\jK'~$ I TuK'. By the homotopy extension property for (TuZ/, TkjK')9

$'~$ where ^:L'u T-^S^1 is an equivariant map with # $ on TvK'.
eq.

Now by the Corollary of Proposition 3 there is an ambient isotopy (j)t of 4> j T
fixed on A: with (j)tTn(j)K' (l)9 $tTngA<=:(/)K and ^Tn<j)L (l). Further, if
<t>':LuT-+Eq is the imbedding given by 0 on L'and ^ on Tand <f>':UvT-*Sq~1 is

defined by <f>r(x,y) then $cz<l)' réllluK with the homotopy of the
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form ht(x9 y)= ^x"^jL. on K' x T. Now define g':B(l, ô)->Eq by

g on 1(1, ô) and by </>' i//k~l on \\j/k\ô.

Then g' is well defined and is locally flat on B(l9 ô).

2.3. g' is an imbedding on B(s— 1, <5).

Proofof 2.3. g' has no double points on ^fcK For,

g>fc | X 0'^T1 ^ | X ^ | K 0 | K gil/k | K.

Now if gikkx=g\l/jy withj<k,xeK, note ^k#=^,z with /</:.
implies ^tz=^jy9 ^kx=^jy.

Now g' has no double points on Jf(^5 (5). For by the above remark, such a double

pointx would hâve a correspondent x' g \j/kT—Kcz\l/kL. JîowevQr,g\l/kLngÂ(s, ô) (j)

as remarked in 2.1. Note also that g\l/kLng\l/s_1H=(j) since g is an imbedding on

B(s, y). Thus 4>LngA <l>.

Since ^ imbeds T9<t>xTngAacjyK and ^=0 on K, <j>1LngAci(i)l{KnL)
(j)(KnL) which does not meet gA. Thus ((/)1LngA)rigA (j) and so 01Lng^4 <^.

In particular, g'\l/kLng'Â(s, ô) (j).

Further, g' has no double points on \ij/s-i\ô. Again, such a double point x would
hâve a correspondent x'e il/kL. However, </>'LncfrL' (/> and by the above remarks

Therefore g' has no double points on ^4(^—1, 8). Hence g' is an imbedding on

-l,ô).
2.4. g'\S(s-hô)*F\B(S-UÔ).

eq.

Proofof2A. Note that B(s-19 ô)=Â(s-l, ô)u |^|a, thus

B(s - 1, 5) i(s - 1, «) u [(|^|, x 5(s - 1, 5) u B(s - 1, 5) x |^|a) - J].
i?^, d)-»!^ be the ambient isotopy defined by gt=g on Â(s, ô) and gf

^iT1 on |^fc|a-

Define an equivariant homotopy Ht: B(s-1, ô^S9'1 as follows:

(a) Ht(x,y) g(x,y) for (x,y)eÂ(s-l9ô)

(b) Ht(x9y)= *tX~gty for (x, y)6(|^|a x B(s, ô)) - A
\\Stx ~~ St/II

(c) H,(x,j') ||^~^|| for (x.^eO^x^^iî)-/!
(d) fl't(x)>') ft,(^-1x)^-_11>') for (x,y)e(\il,k\ixil/s_1L)-A
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Now (b), (c) agrée, since gt=g on B(s, ô)n\l/s-1H. (c), (d) agrée, since if (u, v)eTx

h(u
Wgt^kU-glks-lV\\ \\4>tU-4>v\\

t{U'V)

and (b), (d) agrée, since \l/s.1LnB(s, $) $. Note Â(s-l, ô)n\il/k\ôa\l/kK and

gt=g on il/kK. Thus (a), (b) and (a), (c) agrée. Also, ht cj)f <j) on KxL so (a), (d)
agrée. Thus Ht is well defined.

Observe H0 g on (a), (b), (c) and HQ ^(^~1 xxj/'1) on (d). Recall that the

homotopy F | B(s, y)^g \ 3(s, y) was extended to obtain a homotopy of F and

4>(il/-lxil/-1). Note that B(s-1, ô)czB(s,y)vil/s-.iL.ThusF\É(s-l9ô)~H0.Also,
eq.

gf Hv Thus F\B(s-l9ô)czg'\B(s-l,8). This complètes the proof of 2.4 and of
Proposition 2. eq-
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